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command made the great mistake of splitting it up into
small garrisons for the posts with the result that when
the crisis came a striking column could not be organized.
Military history has always shown the weakness of
these small posts, which are difficult to provision and
provide with water, and tempt the enemy to launch an
attack The solution is to fortify a small number of
posts capable of sending out strong columns wherever
and whenever they may be needed A display of over-
whelming force is the key to the conquest of native
people, as Lyautey had always advocated and practised,
for then there is every likelihood fighting will be
avoided eConcentrate to fight,3 was one of Napoleon's
maxims It is useless to split up an army into groups so
small that it cannot undertake any decisive military
action, and troops used as garrisons for a large number
of weak posts become as helpless as a hon in a cage
They are not much use in the posts; they are no use at
all when they emerge in badly organized columns and
under inefficient leadership to fight against an active
foe But these were the methods adopted by General
Sylvestre, whose one idea seems to have been to press
on as quickly as possible, regardless of common sense,
military science, or even the Eiffis
During May a new post was established at Abaran.
The native garrison revolted, killing their Spanish
officers, and went over to the enemy, an omen serious
enough to alarm the merest military tyro, but one quite
ignored by the high command. Then on July iStib
came disaster. The fortified post of Igerriben, in the
neighbourhood of the military camp at Anual, was
attacked by a strong force of Riffis Fighting with
gallantry—for it is pleasant to record that here the
resistance was stout enough—the garrison repeatedly

